LinkedIn-

https://www.linkedin.com/in/eduardo-enrique-rivas-3287a3b5/

Portfolio- https://eduardoerivas.com/

GitHub - https://github.com/reduardo92

Eduardo Rivas
Phone: (773)-226-3407 | Email: eduardoeerivas299@gmail.com

Summary:

I have always been a dedicated and determined individual who sets goals for himself. Therefore, when I developed an

interest in programming, I did not hesitate to turn my interest into a possible career. Having learned most of my skills
through self-teaching, I have developed valuable skills that are reflected in my work. Learning from mistakes and
successes I have completed various projects and hope to keep expanding my knowledge and creating more material

#Skills
Front-End

Back End

Source Control

Frameworks UI/UX

TypeScript

Node.JS

GitHub

React

Adobe Xd

CSS / SASS

Express.js

Git (Git Flow)

Bootstrap

Photoshop

HTML

MongoDB

Next.js

Figma

JavaScript ES6

Responsive Design

#Projects
Popcorn Fun

Calorie & Exercise journal
I love watching movies and TV, with wanted to create my own website where I could search for my favorite show,
movie and actor see their info.
Made with - React, next.js, styled components

Website: https://keep--track.herokuapp.com/ GitHub: https://github.com/reduardo92/simones_Bar

Keep Track

Calorie & Exercise journal
A calorie and exercise journal, I wanted to re-create some of the functionally of one of my favorite app where I could
track my food and workouts. Easy login Email: demo@demo.com Password:123123
Made with React, express.js, node.js, MongoDB, styled components

Website: https://keep--track.herokuapp.com/ GitHub: https://github.com/reduardo92/simones_Bar

Simone's

Local bar in chicago
A local bar in Chicago in the heart of pilsen. I re-design their website.
Made with Next.js, styled components
Website: https://simonesbar.netlify.com/ GitHub: https://github.com/reduardo92/palos_car_wash

Find Your Cocktail

Alcoholic recipe website
A cocktail recipe website, where I could search for a drink ingredients
Made with React, express js, node.js, styled components
Website: https://find-your-cocktails.herokuapp.com GitHub: https://github.com/reduardo92/find_your_cocktail

Characters Vs stats

Battle your favorite character against each other
Superhero character stats battle. You can pick two characters to face each other. Click battle or Vs. to begin to play.
Made with React
Website: https://charactervs.netlify.app/ GitHub: h
 ttps://github.com/reduardo92/Characters_Vs_stats

#Education
Paul Simon Chicago Job Corps, Chicago, Il
General Education Diploma, May 2010

